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Abstract

The task of the Validation Manager is the support of the validation of software systems by using a Turing Test–like methodology. The basic idea of this algorithm is published in (Jantke, Knauf and Stephan 1997). The author described the considerations to develop a first program version in (Salecker 98). In the following months the prototype was implemented. This article describes the Validation Manager and shows the functions which are implemented so far.

Motivation

Software systems are used in all spheres of industry and commerce. While controlling industrial plants errors in the applications could result in expensive downtimes or danger for people and environment. So, the validation of software systems can be an important aspect for the acceptance of a software system. With a validity seal the user could be sure whether or not a program satisfies his expectation.

But modern software systems are very complex and mostly designed by a team, not by a single person. Simple validation algorithms can not show all aspects of the system validity. That is a reason why the validation of these software systems is at least as complex as the systems themselves and very costly. The Validation Manager supports a test case based evaluation algorithm for AI Systems.

The Validation Methodology

The validation process is divided into four steps, as can be seen in figure 1. The Test Case Generation Stage and Test Case Selection Stage generate the test case set for the evaluation by a Test Case Generator. This set contains a selection of possible cases and is reduced by some criteria, so that only the test cases with a large influence on the system behavior are in it. The algorithms of these stages are described in (Abel, Knauf and Gonzalez 1996) and (Abel and Gonzalez 1997).

After that the evaluation starts with the Validation Manager. In the Test Case Evaluation Stage some experts and the software system solve all test cases of the test case set. All solutions are mixed and the experts assess the solutions not knowing whose solution they just assess. An assessment consists of an agreement and a certainty statement. In the Evaluation Analysis Stage these values are taken to generate a competence statement for every expert and a validity statement for the software system.

The Test Case Evaluation Stage and the Evaluation Analysis Stage are the stages of the Turing Test–like algorithm. The reader can find more information about the algorithm in (Jantke, Knauf and Stephan 1997) and (Knauf and Gonzales 1997).

The Validation Manager

The Validation Manager supports the Test Case Evaluation Stage and the Evaluation Analysis Stage. The Test Case Generation Stage and Test Case Selection Stage are realized in the Test Case Generator, which is not part of the program.

The tasks of the Validation Manager are
• to consult the experts,
• to manage the test cases, solutions and assessments of the software system and the experts, and
• to get the validity statement of the software system with the Turing Test.

But it is possible that a validation session can take a long time. And it could be complicated to assemble all experts for this time. A program without a solution for this problem is not very practicable and will not be accepted by the involved persons.

The Validation Manager is a solution for this problem. The program’s advantage is that the administrator and the experts can work at different places. Therefore the program is divided in two independent tools, the Validation Host and the Validation Client, as can be seen in figure 2.

The experts use the Validation Client to solve the test cases and to assess the solutions. Their results are fed into the Validation Manager to get a validity statement. Thus, the experts can decide when they work at their Validation Client. It is not necessary to assemble all experts for the validation session, they can work at different places.
The validation administrator works with the Validation Host and manages the test cases, solutions and assessment statements. He receives the collected input data of all experts and calculates the validity statement.

The Program Schedule of the Validation Manager

A complete program session is divided into five parts (see figure 3).

In the Test Case Import Session the Validation Host imports the set of test data from the Test Case Generator into its database. The set contains the test cases for the evaluation and the solutions of the software system for these test cases. The set of experts' data with experts' name and address is also fed.

After that the Test Case Solution Session follows. Every expert gets the test data set and solves all test cases not knowing the system solutions with the Validation Client. So it is sure that every expert only works with his own knowledge. If an expert does not know a solution, he can give the special answer 'unknown'.

The Solutions Identification Session is the next step of the evaluation. Sometimes solutions of one test case are different in syntax, but they mean the same in semantics. Thus, it is possible that the program can not identify a solution of an expert, although the solution is identical with a solution of the software system. Since it is not possible to implement an algorithm to detect several spellings of identical solutions, every expert has to specify his solutions. He finds out which of them are identical to a system solution and unites them. So the Validation Host gets no superfluous solutions, just the necessary new solutions are added into the database.

The Solutions Assessment Session is the most expensive and important part of the validation. Now the experts get all solutions and assess them. An assessment consists of an agreement statement and a certainty statement. The agreement statement is an opinion of the solution's correctness, the certainty statement describes how sure the expert is that his agreement statement is correct. However, the solutions are anonymously. Nobody knows whose solutions he just assesses. If the expert feels not competent enough to assess a solution, he can give the special value 'norating'.

With the returned assessments the program calculates the validity statement during the Validity Computation. It builds a validity statement for every test case and adds them to the final validity statement.

The Validation Host

The Validation Host realizes the Test Case Import Session and the Validity Computation. The tasks of the Validation Host are

- to import the test case set,
- to send the test cases to the experts,
- to receive solutions and assessments from the experts and
- to calculate the validity statement.

The host is implemented with Borland Delphi 3.0 and runs on Windows 95/NT. The most important functional units are realized by dynamic link libraries. So it is possible to change single components without effects on other components and fit the program on new functions quickly. Figure 4 shows the most important parts.

The Kernel is the central program unit. It controls the schedule of the program and activates the processing units. The Import Interface imports the name and the address of the experts from an extern file and the test data and the system solutions of the test case set from the Test Case Generator. The data of the experts and the test data are entered into the Validation Database.

The Validation Database stores all needed records for the validation and is created by the program during the validation session. It is implemented in Paradox format. The Import Interface fills it with the test data, system solutions and name and address of the experts. Experts' solutions and assessments are saved in the database after the Test Case Solution Session and the Solution Assessment Session respectively.
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Figure 3: Schedule of a Validation Manager's session

The Client Interface exports the test data set for the Test Case Solution Session and the Solution Assessment Session and imports the results of the sessions, the solutions and the assessments of the experts. But the actual version only creates files and saves them on disk. The final version should connect the Validation Host and Validation Client by a network. This feature will be implemented after completing a final version of the Validation Client. Before creating the test case set for the Solution Assessment Session the solutions are mixed to change the sequence.

Another important unit of the Validation Host is the Validity Meter. It calculates the validity statement of the software system. First it calculates the competence statement for every expert and every test case. The competence of expert \( e_i \) for test case \( t_j \) is built with

- \( s_{lf}.est(e_i, t_j) \), his own competence's estimation by solving and assessing the test cases,
- \( c_{rt}.est(e_i, t_j) \), his confidence while assessing the solutions,
- \( c_{ns}.est(e_i, t_j) \), his consistency while assessing his own solution,
- \( s_{frgn}.est(e_i, t_j) \), the assessments of his solution by the other experts.

These values are added up to the competence estimation.

The system validity for test case \( t_j \) is built with the average of all system solutions' assessments weighted with the competences \( cpt(e_i, t_j) \) of the \( n \) experts.

\[
v(t_j) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{cpt(e_i, t_j) * s_j.sys(e_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (cpt(e_i, t_j) * s_j.sys(e_i) + a_j.sys(e_i))} \right)
\]

with

- \( s_j.sys(e_i) \), certainty statement of expert \( e_i \) and
- \( a_j.sys(e_i) \), agreement statement of expert \( e_i \) for system solution of \( t_j \).

The test case validities of all \( m \) test cases are added up to the system validity \( v \):

\[
v = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} v(t_j).
\]

The Validation Client

The Validation Client is the tool for the experts to solve the test cases and to assess the solutions. It realizes the Test Case Solution Session, the Solution Identification Session and the Solution Assessment Session. To simplify the development one version of the Client should be able to run on several operation systems. Thus, it will be implemented through HTML-pages or in Java.

For a quick prototyping the author decided in favour of a Delphi Version running only on Windows 95/NT. The advantage is, that the most class declarations and data structures of the Validation Host can be recycled for the implementation of the Client. That's why, the prototype was finished in a short time.

The connection between Host and Client is not finished yet as well. At this time the test cases for the Test Case Solution Session and the Solution Assessment Session must be imported manually.

In the Test Case Solution Session the experts solve all test cases. If an expert feels not sure enough to solve a test case, he can give the answer 'unknown' by clicking a checkbox.

After that the Solution Identification Session follows. The program tries to identify all expert solutions by comparing them with the system solutions. For the unidentified solutions experts must select an identical system solution out of a table. If no solution matches, they can select the value 'none' and the program signs this solution as new. The result is imported by the Validation Host.

The Solution Assessment Session starts after Validation Host receives the solved test cases from all experts. The experts open the test case file containing all
test cases, system solutions and expert solutions. The experts give an agreement and a certainty statement for all solutions. The solutions are mixed and nobody knows whose solution he just assesses. This values are the foundation for the calculation of the validity statement.

At this time the Validation Client is just finished in a first prototype. Some details will be changed when the first tests and validation sessions will start.

Conclusions
The Validation Manager realized the test case based evaluation algorithm described in (Jantke, Knauf and Stephan 1997) and (Knauf and Gonzalez 1997). The program will be an useful tool for the validation of AI Systems. In next weeks the program will be completed and the functional tests will start. After that the first validation sessions testing the algorithm will follows. Another problem the author must solve is the connection between Validation Client and Validation Host. And maybe the Client will be implemented in Java to run on several operation systems.
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